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Recently proposed ordinal networks not only afford novel methods of nonlinear time series

analysis but also constitute stochastic approximations of the deterministic flow time series from

which the network models are constructed. In this paper, we construct ordinal networks from

discrete sampled continuous chaotic time series and then regenerate new time series by taking

random walks on the ordinal network. We then investigate the extent to which the dynamics of

the original time series are encoded in the ordinal networks and retained through the process of

regenerating new time series by using several distinct quantitative approaches. First, we use

recurrence quantification analysis on traditional recurrence plots and order recurrence plots to

compare the temporal structure of the original time series with random walk surrogate time series.

Second, we estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent from the original time series and investigate

the extent to which this invariant measure can be estimated from the surrogate time series. Finally,

estimates of correlation dimension are computed to compare the topological properties of the

original and surrogate time series dynamics. Our findings show that ordinal networks constructed

from univariate time series data constitute stochastic models which approximate important

dynamical properties of the original systems. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4978743]

It can be useful to build models based solely on observed

time series data when attempting to analyse complex non-

linear systems for which the driving mechanism is not

fully understood. For example, an ordinal network is

such a model produced by mapping time series to a set of

symbolic states based on order patterns in short segments

of data and then constructing an abstract network repre-

sentation of the time series based on the temporal succes-

sion of these states. Thus far, this class of models has

primarily been investigated as a tool for the computation

of measures that are sensitive to the properties of the

dynamics. However, if ordinal networks are actually

encoding the information necessary to capture the

essence of complex dynamics, then it should be possible

to generate new time series from these models which

have similar properties to the original data from which

they are built. Herein, we investigate this hypothesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of transforming or mapping time series

data to a network was first proposed ten years ago by Zhang

and Small as a means of gaining additional insight into data

from complex systems.1 The fundamental premise is that

once data have been mapped to a network, various measures

from the field of network science can be applied to extract

quantitative measures that relate back to the dynamics of the

system from which the time series was measured. There now

exist numerous methods for network based time series analy-

sis and some, such as recurrence networks, have been devel-

oped into a well established framework.2 To investigate how

much information is encoded in a network model of a time

series, some studies have been undertaken to recover the

original time series from the network, to use the network to

reconstruct the phase space topology of the original system,

or to generate new time series from the networks and com-

pare these with the original.3–7

In this paper, we apply this type of approach to the study

of a special class of network based time series models called

ordinal networks.8 These are transition networks constructed

based on the temporal succession of states defined by the

ordinal symbolic dynamics of a time series.9,10 Simple mea-

sures on ordinal networks such as mean node degree and net-

work diameter have been shown to be effective for change

point detection.8 Furthermore, the partition that defines the

ordinal symbolic dynamics is of particular interest because it

has the generating property under specific conditions.11,12

The aim of this research is to investigate the extent to

which ordinal networks encode the dynamics of discrete

sampled time series from continuous chaotic systems in the

structure of the networks. To do this, we take random walks

on the network to regenerate new symbolic dynamics and

use a data reassignment procedure to produce surrogate time

series. Then, we compute invariant measures and recurrence

properties to compare the original time series with the
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regenerated surrogate. The remainder of the paper is struc-

tured as follows: In Section II, we define the method for con-

structing ordinal networks from time series and the random

walk algorithm and data reassignment procedure for regener-

ating surrogates. The main investigation is divided into three

main sections. First, in Section III, we present a qualitative

analysis of the random walk surrogate time series. Second,

in Section IV, we use order recurrence plots,13 recurrence

quantification analysis,14 and estimates of the largest

Lyapunov exponent to study the case for ordinal networks

constructed with a time lag and random walks which are con-

strained by incorporating a memory of previous states.

Third, in Section V, we investigate the case of ordinal net-

works that are defined without a time lag and Markovian ran-

dom walks for the generation of surrogates. In this section,

we utilise the aforementioned methods of analysis as well as

the time delayed mutual information and correlation dimen-

sion. Our findings are summarised in Section VI.

Note that in the main body of this paper, we elected to

only show results for time series generated by the Lorenz sys-

tem15 for the sake of brevity and comparability of results. A

brief report comprising selected results for other well known

chaotic systems is included as supplementary online material.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Ordinal networks from time series

An ordinal network8 is built from a univariate time

series by mapping the data to a set of ordinal symbols as per

the method of Bandt and Pompe,9 then treating each symbol

as a node in a network, and assigning edges based on tempo-

ral succession in the symbolic dynamics. Explicitly, a time

series x ¼ fxngN
n¼1 is embedded in m dimensional space with

lag s to obtain the set of embedding vectors fzngN�ðm�1Þsþ1
n¼1

where zn ¼ ðxn; xnþs; xnþ2s; :::; xnþðm�1ÞsÞ. The ordinal sym-

bolic dynamics S ¼ fSngN�ðm�1Þsþ1
n¼1 is constructed by map-

ping each zn to the m-tuple Sn ¼ ðp1; p2; :::; pmÞ where

pk 2 f1; 2; :::;mg and pk 6¼ pl () k 6¼ l such that pk < pl

() xk > xl; 8xk; xl 2 zn. If zn contains repeated elements

xk ¼ xl for k 6¼ l, then pk < pl () k > l. The ordinal net-

work is defined by the adjacency matrix A. Each distinct

m-tuple that occurs in S corresponds to a node in A with a

unique integer label 2 f1; :::;Vg where V is the total number

of distinct symbols in S. Each directed edge ai;j is weighted

based on the number of times that the forward time transition

occurs between the pair of symbols in S corresponding to

nodes i and j, respectively.

In this paper, we consider the cases s ¼ 1 and s > 1 as

distinct variants of the ordinal network mapping procedure.

On the one hand, ordinal symbolic methods were first con-

ceived without a lag variable9 and the elegance of a single

parameter approach to nonlinear time series analysis is unde-

niable. However, using time lagged ordinal symbols, as first

proposed by Cao et al.,16 enables the symbolic dynamics to

encode information about trajectories on longer time scales

while maintaining smaller m. The lag parameter also appears

to maximise the encoding of dynamical information for spe-

cific time scales when it is set appropriately.17

B. Random walks on ordinal networks

The information encoded in an ordinal network can be

used to build a state space model of S where, in the simplest

conception, transitions from node i to node j are governed by

a probability mass function with

Pr i; jð Þ ¼ ai;jX
k

ai;k

: (1)

Using this model, one can select an initial node on the

network at random and perform a Markovian random walk

to generate a new symbolic sequence Ŝ of length L.

However, when s > 1 this simple model is not strictly true to

the transitional properties of ordinal symbolic dynamics. To

explain this, we shall first consider the case for s ¼ 1.

The temporally adjacent ordinal symbols Sn and Snþ1 corre-

spond to the embedding vectors zn ¼ ðxn; xnþ1; :::; xnþðm�1ÞÞ
and znþ1 ¼ ðxnþ1; xnþ2; :::; xnþðmÞÞ, respectively, which have

ðm� 1Þ overlapping elements from x. Therefore, it must

hold that /ðSnð2; :::;mÞÞ ¼ /ðSnþ1ð1; :::;m� 1ÞÞ where

Skði; :::; jÞ ¼ ðp1; :::; pm�1Þ (e.g., the ordered set of elements

from Sn for indices i; :::; j) and the operator / gives the

amplitude rank of the elements in a set (or equivalently the

rank ordering). For example, the symbol f3; 1; 2g can only

be followed by f1; 2; 3g, f1; 3; 2g, or f2; 3; 1g. We call these

the allowable ordinal transitions. The procedure by which

edges are allocated in an ordinal network guarantees that a

Markovian random walk can only ever produce allowable

ordinal transitions when s ¼ 1.

Now consider the case for s > 1. Temporally adjacent

ordinal symbols Sn and Snþ1 correspond to the embedding

vectors zn ¼ ðxn; xnþs; xnþ2s; :::; xnþðm�1ÞsÞ and znþ1 ¼ ðxnþ1;
xnþ1þs; xnþ1þ2s; :::; xnþ1þðm�1ÞsÞ which contain no overlap-

ping elements from x. In fact, the ordinal symbol Sn places

constraint not on its temporal neighbour Snþ1 but rather on

the symbol Snþs. To ensure that this constraint holds for a

random walk on the network, the walk algorithm must “look

back” ðs� 1Þ steps from the current node to determine

which of the connected nodes, if any, constitute an allowable

ordinal transition. For simplicity, assume that the time index

of a random walk Ŝ at the current node i is ðn� 1Þ. The tran-

sition from node i to an arbitrary node j is an allowable

ordinal transition with respect to an arbitrary ordinal sym-

bolic dynamics of embedding dimension m if and only if

/ðŜn�sð2; :::;mÞÞ ¼ /ðŜnð1; :::;m� 1ÞÞ. It should be appar-

ent that an initial trajectory Ŝinitial 2 S of length Linit ¼ s
must be specified for a random walk which incorporates a

memory of the past s states.

We now define our algorithm which generates a random

walk Ŝ of length L steps on the network A such that allow-

able ordinal transitions are enforced. For the remainder of

the paper, we shall refer to this algorithm as the constrained
random walk. The algorithm starts by selecting an initial tra-

jectory Ŝð1; :::; sÞ randomly from S. Note that here and in the

pseudo-code to follow, parenthesis immediately following

an ordered set denotes an index or indices to an element or

an ordered set of elements in that set, respectively, and

035814-2 McCullough et al. Chaos 27, 035814 (2017)



hence, for example, ŜðbÞ ¼ Ŝb and Sðb; :::; cÞ ¼ fSb; :::; Scg.
The step index of the walk is stored in the pointer variable

PTR which is initialised to s. The algorithm then walks step-

wise on the network from node i at PTR to node j at PTRþ 1

based on the transitional probabilities as given by the edges

ai;j and conditional on the set of allowable transitions from

ŜðPTR� sþ 1Þ. If there are no allowable edges ai;j, then the

algorithm steps backwards. A simple blocking procedure is

implemented using the array variable BLKn such that the

walk will trace backwards from a proverbial dead-end state

to a node from which an allowable path can be found and

then step forward again without the possibility of walking

back into the same dead end until it reach L steps and returns

Ŝ. If a path cannot be found, then the algorithm will break

and exit.18 The pseudo-code for our algorithm is as follows:

1: r  random integer 2 f1; :::; jSj � sþ 1g
2: Ŝð1; :::; sÞ  Sðr; :::; r þ s� 1Þ
3: PTR s
4: while PTR < L do

5: i ŜðPTRÞ
6: u fg
7: BLKn  fg, for all n 2 fPTRþ 1; :::; Lg
8: for j : Ai;j > 0 do

9: if j is an allowable ordinal transition from i given ŜðPTR� sþ 1Þ
then

10: u u [ fjg
11: end if

12: end for

13: u u \ BLKPTR

14: if u 6¼ fg then

15: j random element 2 u given PrðjÞ ¼ Ai;jP
k

Ai;k
; for k 2 u

16: PTR PTRþ 1

17: ŜðPTRÞ  j

18: else

19: PTR PTR� 1

20: BLKPTR  BLKPTR [ fig
21: end if

22: if PTR < s then

23: break and exit {There is no random walk path of length N from

random initial symbolic trajectory starting at r. Reattempt with different ini-

tial trajectory.}

24: end if

25: end while

26: return Ŝ

C. Regenerating time series from random walks

To regenerate a time series from the random walk sym-

bolic dynamics Ŝ, we randomly reassign data from the origi-

nal time series based on the ordinal symbolic map as

follows: For all n 2 1; :::L, we find all embedding vectors zk

from the original time series x which map to symbol Ŝn. We

then select one of these zk at random and assign its first ele-

ment to time index n such that x̂n ¼ xk, where x̂ ¼ fx̂ngL
n¼1

is the regenerated time series. Assignment of xk from zk is

performed with replacement, which is to say, that xk can be

assigned multiple times in x̂ when it may only appear once

in x. The regenerated data x̂ can be considered as a type of

surrogate time series6,19 for x based on the ordinal network

model.

III. QUALITATIVE RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the complete process of taking time

series data, shown as time delay reconstruction of the attrac-

tor in this instance, then mapping that data to an ordinal net-

work and, finally, regenerating a surrogate time series using

a constrained random walk and data reassignment. The data

used are a discrete sampled time series from a continuous

chaotic Lorenz system. Note that all the time series used in

this study have been generated by numerically solving their

respective systems using a fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta

algorithm. It can be observed in Figure 1(b) that the ordinal

network encodes topological features of the attractor includ-

ing the two wings and the separatrix. Visual inspection of

the reconstructed attractor for the surrogate time series, as

shown in Figure 1(c), suggests that the ordinal network map-

ping and the random walk constitute a good stochastic

approximation of the temporal progression of states which

manifest in the original dynamics, with the exception of the

slightly jagged and noisy appearance of the trajectories. The

topology of the surrogate attractor is enforced by the data

reassignment process because all points in x̂ occur some-

where in x. However, the random walk and the randomness

in the data reassignment procedure do not guarantee that the

density of an attractor reconstructed from the surrogate time

series will be consistent with the original attractor. In the

case of Figure 1(c), to the extent that the density of the surro-

gate attractor appears similar to the original, we can infer

that the constrained random walk has sampled the attractor

in a manner that is relatively consistent with the original

dynamics, or alternatively that the random walk symbolic

dynamics Ŝ has a stationary distribution similar to that of the

original symbolic dynamics S. This can be quantified by the

correlation integral which we compute to estimate the corre-

lation dimension in Section V B.

Figure 2 shows surrogate Lorenz time series for various

m using constrained random walks on ordinal networks with

s ¼ 7, and Markovian random walks on ordinal networks

with s ¼ 1, respectively. For the case of s ¼ 7 with con-

strained random walks (Figure 2(a)), the surrogate time

series for m ¼ 7 and m ¼ 10 are arguably pseudo-periodic

but they do not appear to be useful stochastic approximations

of the original system. This is the result of degeneracies

which arise when the partition defined by the ordinal map is

not sufficiently fine to capture the complexity of the dynam-

ics. For example, if the total time span of a symbol given m
and s is shorter in duration than a segment of the Lorenz

time series within which the trajectory is cycling around

only one of the wings on the attractor, then the ordinal sym-

bolic dynamics S will not distinguish between the two wings.

Evidently, this will not only affect both the map from x to S

and the reassignment from Ŝ to x̂ but also diminish the qual-

ity of the temporal structure encoded in the network and,

hence, affect the random walk. Information is lost at each of

these steps and the resulting model is less accurate (e.g.,

both the random walk and the data reassignment procedure

can generate trajectories that spuriously jump between the

wings of the attractor). By increasing m, the ordinal partition

becomes finer, and for m ¼ 13; 16 and 20 in Figure 2(a), the

035814-3 McCullough et al. Chaos 27, 035814 (2017)



surrogate time series appear to be good stochastic approxi-

mations of the deterministic chaotic flow data.

The case for Markovian walks with s ¼ 1 is similar, as

shown in Figure 2(b). For m ¼ 7 and m ¼ 10, the surrogate

time series are characterised by what appears to be pseudo-

periodic oscillations with little or no distinction between the

two wings of the Lorenz attractor. The time series appear

closer to the original data as m increases and the model pro-

vides a good stochastic approximation of the deterministic

dynamics when m ¼ 20.

IV. RESULTS FOR ORDINAL NETWORKS WITH s>1

In this section, we investigate surrogate time series that

are regenerated from ordinal networks with a time lag

parameter s > 1 using the constrained random walk algo-

rithm. This investigation is executed in two subsections,

each with a distinct purpose. First, in Section IV A, we com-

pare the original ordinal symbolic dynamics S with random

walk symbolic dynamics Ŝ using order recurrence plots and

order recurrence quantification analysis. We do this to

FIG. 2. (a) Surrogate time series x̂ for

the x-component of the Lorenz system

regenerated using constrained random

walks on ordinal networks with

embedding lag s ¼ 7 and various

embedding dimensions m. The time

series used to construct the ordinal net-

work comprises 10 000 equi-spaced

observations with sampling time-step

dt ¼ 0:01 (approximately 100 points

per mean cycle). (b) Surrogate time

series x̂ for the x-component of the

Lorenz system regenerated using

Markovian random walks on ordinal

networks with embedding lag s ¼ 1

and various embedding dimensions m.

The time series used to construct the

ordinal network comprises approxi-

mately 400 000 equi-spaced observa-

tions with sampling time-step

dt ¼ 0:05 (approximately 20 points per

mean cycle).

FIG. 1. (a) A time delay reconstruction

of the Lorenz attractor using the x-

component time series with embedding

dimension m ¼ 3 with embedding lag

s ¼ 7. The time series comprises

10 000 equi-spaced observations with

sampling time-step dt ¼ 0:01 (approxi-

mately 100 points per mean cycle). (b)

The ordinal network constructed from

the same Lorenz time series using

embedding dimension m ¼ 16 and

embedding lag s ¼ 7. This visualisa-

tion was produced using a spring-

electrical embedding algorithm in

Wolfram Mathematica. (c) The time

delay reconstruction of a stochastic

approximation of Lorenz system gen-

erated by taking a constrained random

walk on the ordinal network and

assigning corresponding time series

points from the original data.
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determine how well ordinal networks and constrained ran-

dom walks can preserve the temporal structure of the sym-

bolic dynamics. Second, in Section IV A, we investigate how

effectively invariant properties are preserved through the

complete process of mapping a time series to an ordinal net-

work and then regenerating a surrogate. Specifically, we esti-

mate the largest Lyapunov exponent for the original time

series x and a set of surrogate time series x̂.

Both analyses in this section pertain to a single x-compo-

nent time series from the Lorenz system in the archetypal cha-

otic regime with parameters q ¼ 28, r ¼ 10, and b ¼ 8=3.

The time series comprises 10 000 equi-spaced observations

with sampling time-step dt ¼ 0:01 which results in approxi-

mately 100 points per mean cycle. Transients have been

removed.

A. Order recurrence plots and recurrence
quantification analysis

An order recurrence plot13,14 (ORP) is defined by the

matrix:

Rn;k ¼
1 if Sn ¼ Sk

0 if Sn 6¼ Sk

; for n; k ¼ 1; :::; L;

(
(2)

where Sn and Sk are symbols in the ordinal symbolic

dynamics S of length L. This is to say, that ORPs are equiv-

alent to traditional recurrence plots20 except that rather than

applying a threshold to an appropriate distance metric to

define a recurrence between states, the state of the system

at time index n is considered to have a recurrence in an

ORP at time index k if the states at n and k map to the same

ordinal symbol. The primary reason we employ ORPs in

this study is not to attempt analysis or classification of time

series. Instead, we use them as a visual and quantitative

tool for comparing the recurrence properties of the sym-

bolic dynamics S from the original Lorenz time series x and

symbolic dynamics Ŝ that are generated by the constrained

random walk algorithm.

Figure 3 shows the ORPs for S and Ŝ, respectively,

each with length L ¼ 9896. We elected to use embedding

dimension m ¼ 16 based on our qualitative analysis of

constrained random walk time series in Section III. Both

ORPs are characterised by complex structures of short diag-

onal lines of various lengths which are parallel to the line

of identity indicating the possibility of deterministic quasi-

periodic dynamics.14 These structures tend to fall into

epochs that are disrupted where the time series spirals out-

ward around one of the unstable foci for at least several

cycles. For example, see the white bands at n � 4000 and

5000 in the ORP for the original time series and n � 1800

and 6000 in the ORP from the constrained random walk. In

the ORP for the original time series, the epochs appear to

be larger and comprise more complex structures than those

which occur in the ORP for the random walk. However,

there are some small scale structures which are seemingly

identical in both ORPs. For example, see the small structure

at ðn; kÞ � ð5000; 5000Þ in the ORP for the original time

series and ðn; kÞ � ð6000; 6000Þ in the ORP from the con-

strained random walk.

Recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) measures

have been computed on the ORPs for x and 10 realisations

of random walks Ŝ for m ¼ 3; :::; 20. The results were vali-

dated using the Cross Recurrence Plot Toolbox Version

5.21 (R31c)14 and are shown in Figure 4. The recurrence

rate of Ŝ is very close to that of S for all m with negligible

variance between the realisations of the random walk. The

two measures of vertical line structures—the laminarity and

trapping time—are also in close agreement between the

original time series and the constrained random walks,

albeit with more variance in these measures for Ŝ. This is

also the case for the entropy of the distribution of diagonal

line lengths. Furthermore, determinism and average diago-

nal line length indicate that diagonal line structures are rel-

atively consistent between S and Ŝ for smaller m. However,

these measures suggest significant differences in the

dynamics for m � 15. We postulate that the divergence of

DET and L is likely a result of the ordinal network model

breaking down due to the finiteness of data with respect to

m. As m increases, the number of distinct ordinal symbols

encoded from the time series begins to approach the total

length of the time series. Therefore, the amount of available

data no longer guarantees good sampling of the transitional

dependencies between symbolic states.

FIG. 3. Order recurrence plots for (a)

ordinal symbolic dynamics S for the

chaotic Lorenz time series as com-

puted for m ¼ 16 and s ¼ 7 and (b) a

single realisation of a constrained ran-

dom walk symbolic dynamics Ŝ from

the corresponding ordinal network

model. A recurrence (black) is marked

at coordinate ðn; kÞ if the ordinal sym-

bol at time index n recurs at time index

k (see Equation (2)).
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Our results have shown that the RQA measures for

recurrence rate and vertical line structures are generally con-

sistent between the original symbolic dynamics and the con-

strained random walks. Measures of diagonal line structures

and the qualitative dissimilarities evident in the ORPs reveal

differences in the dynamics between the deterministic cha-

otic flow generated by the Lorenz system and the stochastic

approximation encoded in the ordinal network. However, the

ORP for the constrained random walk is not vastly different

to the original and still exhibits structures that would usually

indicate strong quasi-periodic determinism.

B. Estimation of Lyapunov exponents (I)

Figure 5 shows the logarithm of the average separation

of nearby trajectories in the reconstructed phase space for

the original time series x and a single surrogate realisation x̂

of length L ¼ 10 000. Note that we have used the TISEAN

software package21 for this computation and those which fol-

low in Sections V A and V B. Under the assumptions of

determinism and ergodicity, the existence of a positive linear

scaling region that is invariant to the embedding dimension

of the reconstructed phase space is evidence of the exponen-

tial divergence of trajectories, where the gradient of this

region corresponds to the largest Lyapunov exponent.22 As

expected, a scaling region is clearly observable for x and

spans approximately 1 � Dt � 4. A scaling region of about

half this time span can also be observed for �x. The surrogate

time series is not deterministic; therefore, it would not be

correct to infer the identification of chaotic exponential sepa-

ration of trajectories. However, the presence of a well

defined scaling region in x̂ with a gradient very similar to

that which was computed for x demonstrates that the ordinal

network and constrained random walk are partially preserv-

ing dynamical properties which relate to invariant measures

on the original system.

FIG. 4. Recurrence quantification analy-

sis measures plotted against embedding

dimension m with s ¼ 7 for ordinal

symbolic dynamics S from the original

chaotic Lorenz time series (solid lines)

and constrained random walk symbolic

dynamics Ŝ from the corresponding

ordinal network model (dashed lines).

Each data point for the Ŝ curves is the

sample mean of the measure for 10 real-

isations of the random walk. Error bars

give the standard deviation. The mea-

sures computed are the recurrence rate

(RR), determinism (DET), laminarity

(LAM), average diagonal line length (L),

trapping time (TT), and the Shannon

entropy of the distribution of diagonal

line lengths (ENTR).

FIG. 5. The average separation of nearby trajectories �q against Dt in the

reconstructed attractors of the original chaotic Lorenz time series x and a

single realisation of a constrained random walk surrogate time series x̂ for

the estimation of the largest Lyapunov exponent k1 by the Rosenstein algo-

rithm.22 The random walk time series x̂ was generated by an ordinal network

model of the Lorenz time series using m ¼ 16 and s ¼ 7. For both time

series, �q is plotted for s ¼ 7 and d ¼ 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8 (from lowest to highest

curve in each set respectively) where d is the dimension in which x and x̂

are embedded for the computation of the separation of trajectories. The min-

imum spatial scale on which the algorithm searches for neighbours is given

by �min. The estimates for k1 are given by the gradients of the dotted lines

where the lower line corresponds to x and the upper line to x̂. These lines

are computed using linear regression based on the points in the linear scaling

regions of �q which are demarcated by the solid potions of each respective

line of best fit.
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Apart from the length of the scaling region, the only

other difference of note between the curves in Figure 5 for x

and x̂ is the average initial separation distance. This is likely

due to an increased degree of heterogeneity in the recon-

structed attractor for x̂ than for x which results from the ran-

dom walk. The random walk will be inherently more likely

to follow the symbolic trajectories that occur more fre-

quently in the original time series. Therefore, the recon-

structed attractor for the surrogate time series will trace the

denser areas of the original attractor but visit the less dense

areas with lower probability than would occur in the true

dynamics. This is can be observed in Figure 1 under close

inspection. The topology of the attractor may be such that

the Rosenstein algorithm22 needs to search within a larger

distance on average to find a sufficient number of neighbour-

ing states in phase space for the robust estimation of the sep-

aration of trajectories and, therefore, the average initial

separation of points in the neighbourhood may be larger.

We repeated the estimation of k1 for 10 realisations of x̂

of length L ¼ 10 000 from constrained random walks on

ordinal networks that were constructed from the Lorenz time

series using parameters m ¼ 8; 10; 12; 14; 16 and s ¼ 7. To

reiterate, k1 can only be interpreted as an estimate of the

largest Lyapunov exponent for the original time series x. For

x̂ it is simply an estimate of the average rate of divergence

nearby trajectories in a given realisation of the time series.

We report that no clear linear scaling region can be identified

for m < 12. Furthermore, we report that the length of the

scaling region for x̂ is consistently smaller than for x but

tends to increase with m. Table I shows that where a linear

scaling region could be identified (m ¼ 12; 14; 16) the mean

estimate of k1 is close to the value estimated for the original

time series and variance between the 10 realisations is rela-

tively small. The length of scaling region for these estimates

was relatively consistent and generally spanned 1 to 1:5
units. In summary, we find that the ordinal network model

produces stochastic time series which can approximate the

exponential separation of trajectories when m is sufficiently

large.

V. RESULTS FOR ORDINAL NETWORKS WITH s51

In this section, we explore the properties of the network-

based surrogate time series generated by means of the

Markovian random walk (s¼ 1). Characteristic features of

10 surrogate time series x̂ðmÞ for each m ¼ 7; 10; 13; 16; 20

from an original time series x are examined using three dif-

ferent tools, each with a distinct aim in mind. First, in

Section V A, estimates of the largest Lyapunov exponent

(k1; algorithm by Kantz23) are calculated in order to assess

the local divergence of trajectories in the surrogate state

space. Second, in Section V B, fractal dimension is estimated

based on the implementation of the correlation sum24 to

evaluate the degree of consistency of the reconstructed

attractor’s density with the original. Finally, in Section V C,

recurrence quantification analysis is applied to the associated

recurrence plots.14

To demonstrate the properties of surrogate realisations

originating from transition rules on this type of networks, we

examine the scalar x-component time series generated by the

Lorenz equations in the chaotic regime as per Section IV. An

original time series x of length N ¼ 400 000 (�20 000

cycles) is generated. The continuous dynamics are sampled

at dt¼ 0.05. The mean cycle time is T M ¼ 0:95 hence the

sampling rate corresponds to approximately 20 points per

cycle.

As a first comparison between the random surrogate

time series and the original deterministic trajectories, we

estimated the time-delayed mutual information (MI) for each

of the 10 different x̂
ðmÞ and the original x. Table II presents

the average value (over all 10 realisations) of its first mini-

mum, MImin. Nonzero standard deviations are shown wher-

ever appropriate. We observe a relative consistency among

the 10 different realisations—as indicated by the low stan-

dard deviations. The mean MImin is close to the value com-

puted from x when m � 16 which is approximately three

quarters of a quarter period.

A. Estimation of Lyapunov exponents (II)

Local exponential divergence between trajectories was

calculated for ten different spatial scales (with the minimum

corresponding to 1
1000

and the maximum to 1
50

of the range of

the data) and seven different values for the embedding

dimension d ¼ 4; 5; :::; 10. Figure 6 depicts plots of the loga-

rithm of the divergence in state space for x̂
ð13Þ; x̂

ð16Þ, and

x̂ð20Þ. Estimates shown correspond to a single spatial scale

and realisation, for separation times Dt 2 ½0; 10� which is

approximately equal to 10 cycles in the original system.

Note that results are consistent among all realisations and all

scales larger than a certain required minimum (which is

slightly greater than the corresponding threshold in the origi-

nal data).
TABLE I. Estimates of the largest Lyapunov exponent k1 as per Figure 5

for the original chaotic Lorenz time series x and 10 realisations of a con-

strained random walk surrogate time series x̂. The random walk time series

x̂ were generated by an ordinal network model of the Lorenz time series

using m ¼ 12; 14; 16 and s ¼ 7. All time series were embedded with d ¼ 8

and s ¼ 7 for the computation of k1.

Original time series x k1 ¼ 0:8826

Random walk time series (10 realisations) Meanðk1Þ Varðk1Þ

x̂ for m ¼ 12 0.8298 0.0009

x̂ for m ¼ 14 0.7250 0.0069

x̂ for m ¼ 16 0.9784 0.0024

TABLE II. Mean and standard deviation (wherever nonzero) of the first

minimum of the time-delayed mutual information for the original and

network-based surrogate time series.

MImin

x 4

x̂ð7Þ 15 6 2.83

x̂ð10Þ 13

x̂ð13Þ 11

x̂ð16Þ 5

x̂ð20Þ 5
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First of all, observe the saturation of the divergence to a

certain average value at larger spatial scales �. This value

reflects the size of the associated state-space attractors since

average divergence over all trajectories should saturate to a

limiting value related to the maximum possible distance

between any two state-space points. This is because all

points in x̂ are drawn from x in the data reassignment proce-

dure for the regeneration of x̂ from Ŝ, as explained in

Section III. Larger m values lead to a saturation which

approximates the corresponding value for the reconstructions

of the original data (see lower panel of Figure 6).

A scaling region is observed only for m � 16 and is

shorter (about half) in comparison to the one present in the

estimates computed from the original time series. The pat-

tern length parameter m clearly plays a crucial role, with

surrogate time series producing a good stochastic approxima-

tion to the original data only if m is sufficiently large. The

largest Lyapunov exponent, computed as the slope in these

plots, is consistently higher for the surrogates. Specifically,

the approximate mean slope is estimated to be 1.497 6 0.021

when m¼ 20—approximately 1.6 times in comparison to the

value computed from the original data (�0:906). This

implies a faster divergence of state-space trajectories, a fact

in agreement with the shorter scaling region. Note also the

more pronounced and distinctive effects of the random

nature of the surrogates, evident in the smaller spatial scales

as expected.

As discussed in Section IV B, one should not infer the

existence of a Lyapunov exponent and local exponential

divergence for time series which have not been generated by

FIG. 7. Correlation dimension D2 estimates for the original time series x

(dashed lines) and the Lorenz network-based surrogates x̂ðmÞ (solid lines)

with m¼ 13, 16, and 20 for various embedding dimensions.

FIG. 6. Logarithm of divergence between trajectories �q of close initial prox-

imity for the original time series x (dashed lines) and the Lorenz network-

based surrogates x̂ðmÞ (solid lines) with m¼ 13, 16, and 20 for various

embedding dimensions d and a selected representative spatial scale �.
Results were computed using the Kantz algorithm.23
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means of strict deterministic rules. Furthermore, the average

separation of trajectories is faster in the random walk surro-

gates than for the original deterministic time series. The

presence of a scaling region, however, is indicative of partial

preservation of dynamical properties by the network-based

surrogates. With increasing m one also observes an (albeit

slow) elongation of the scaling region, fewer fluctuations

and saturation to a value closer to the reconstructed attrac-

tor’s size for the original data. This demonstrates that for

increasing m the ordinal network surrogates gradually attain

similar dynamical features with respect to separation of tra-

jectories (a key characteristic of chaotic behaviour) as data

generated by the original system.

B. Estimation of fractal dimension

Correlation dimension estimates of the Lorenz surro-

gates are depicted in Figure 7, with dotted lines representing

the estimates from x. Values d< 5 are insufficient for accu-

rate estimation, even from the original data, and are thus

omitted. Surrogates obtained from networks with m � 16

constitute a typical case of data where no estimate should be

quoted since curves behave differently. However, as m
increases, we observe the following interesting effect: the

curves start approaching each other, especially within the

scaling region. Furthermore, this region is being elongated.

The result is an overestimate compared to the actual D2

value of the system, irrespective of m used. In a strict sense,

the estimate is still inadequate even in the m¼ 20 case, since

the specific value is approximately ’2:1–2:5 (dependent on

d used). Therefore, there are still significant fluctuations

between the quoted values to classify this object as fractal

and this holds for all d values. In addition, the actual estimate

is 2.05. Consequently, the density of the surrogate state-

space attractor differs from the original but significant

resemblance appears with increasing m. To explain this

observation, recall the reconstructed attractors of Figure 7.

The degeneracies present due to the noisy nature of the sur-

rogate realisations lead to an attracting object of higher frac-

tal dimension than the original—it occupies a larger portion

of the three-dimensional state-space reconstruction.

Furthermore, self-similarity properties have been partially

lost, especially in smaller scales. While these effects are

minimised as m increases, network-based surrogates produce

state-space points which in collection approach a fractal set

but do not necessarily form one. The actual D2 of the system

acts as a lower bound to these estimates.

C. Recurrence quantification analysis

RQA can reveal the capacity of ordinal network repre-

sentations for efficiently encoding information about recur-

rence of trajectories in the underlying state space. Here, we

explore the properties of recurrence plots (RPs) associated

with the Markovian random walk surrogate time series com-

puted from the Lorenz system for m¼ 10 and m¼ 20. In

this section, we employ traditional recurrence plots where

recurrence is based on a Euclidean distance metric in recon-

structed phase space20 (not order recurrence plots as were

investigated in Section IV A). Six commonly employed

measures for analysing the recurrence plots are shown in

Figure 8. Each measure computed from an RP reflects some

property of the underlying dynamical system. We examine

FIG. 8. Recurrence quantification anal-

ysis measures plotted against the recur-

rence threshold � for the original time

series x (solid lines) and 10 realisations

of the Lorenz network-based surro-

gates x̂ð10Þ and x̂ð20Þ (dashed lines).

Each data point for the x̂ curves is the

sample mean of the measure for 10

realisations of the random walk. Error

bars give the standard deviation. The

measures computed are the recurrence

rate (RR), determinism (DET), lami-

narity (LAM), average diagonal line

length (L), trapping time (TT), and

divergence (DIV).
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the spectrum of values for each measure across several spa-

tial scales.

The top panels depict the recurrence rate RR and deter-

minism DET of the RP for various spatial scales. These

measures correspond to the probability of recurrence of

dynamical states and the predictability of the system, respec-

tively. The m¼ 10 surrogates exhibit a lower RR in compari-

son to x. This indicates that surrogate time series are less

likely to revisit a certain dynamical state on average in com-

parison to the original data. Hence, points are more sparsely

dispersed in phase space. Time-delay reconstructions (see

supplementary material Appendix A) confirm this hypothesis

and further illustrate the lack of a compact fractal-like

structure which acts as an attractor. This also holds for any

m � 13 surrogates. Significantly lower values with increas-

ing � in comparison to x are also exhibited by the average

diagonal length L (implying a shorter predictability time,

greater complexity, or a noisy time series) and the trapping

time (average vertical length) TT. The latter suggests that

x̂ð10Þ are generated by dynamics whereby trajectories spend

less time in a specific state, motion in state space is faster on

average. This observation is further reinforced by examining

the large discrepancy observed for the inverse of the maxi-

mum diagonal length, the divergence DIV, which is related

to the largest Lyapunov exponent of the system. In particu-

lar, the consistently higher DIV values computed from surro-

gates among all spatial scales are in full agreement with the

Lyapunov exponent analysis conducted above. The plot

reveals the previously shown faster local separation of proxi-

mate trajectories, especially at small scales, as well as the

existence of non-negligible fluctuations among the 10 differ-

ent realisations which dissipate with increasing �.
On the contrary, the m¼ 16 and m¼ 20 surrogates fol-

low the original data more closely in terms of almost all

RQA measures. As Figure 8 illustrates, the curves computed

from x and x̂ð20Þ coincide for all measures and, additionally,

a minimal variability in these values is observed among the

different realisations. A large discrepancy is found upon

examination of the divergence. At all scales, divergence is

greater for the surrogates, which is in accordance with the

observations made by inspection of the lower panel of

Figure 6. At smaller scales, the observed discrepancy is even

greater. The DIV curves coincide only once � is large enough

(of the order of the size of the attractor) that it no longer pro-

vides a sensible parameter value for local divergence and

estimates of k1. The laminarity measure LAM is particularly

illuminating in terms of attractor density. LAM is related to

the amount of laminar phases present in a dynamical flow. A

high value represents a large amount of state-space trajecto-

ries whose motion organises in parallel layers without any

disruptions. This notion is related to the degree of self-

similarity that characterises a system. The original Lorenz

data x obtain a relatively high LAM even at the mesoscale.

Values of LAM for the surrogates x̂
ð20Þ follow this curve very

closely which is consistent with our correlation dimension

analysis above. This observation further reinforces our con-

jecture that ordinal-network-based Markovian-walk surro-

gates (for larger m values) preserve density characteristics of

the state-space attractor and a high degree of self-similarity.

We postulate that surrogates lose some degree of self-

similarity in smaller scales in comparison to the original

data. This effect is more pronounced for surrogates produced

by ordinal networks of smaller m. In other words, a suffi-

ciently high m is required in order to uncover the finer details

of the state-space attractor. However, large-scale characteris-

tics and certain complexity properties are preserved by this

Markovian model whereby successive states are allowed a

maximal overlap.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have constructed ordinal networks

using discrete sample time series from a continuous chaotic

Lorenz system and then used random walks on the network

models to regenerate surrogate time series data. We consid-

ered two variants of this process: random walks constrained

to allowable ordinal transitions on networks constructed with

time lag s > 1 and Markovian random walks on networks

constructed with s ¼ 1. Respective investigations of both

cases demonstrate that ordinal network models can generate

random walk stochastic time series that approximate the

dynamical properties of the original time series for suffi-

ciently large embedding dimension m.

For constrained random walks on networks constructed

with s > 1, we find that the order recurrence plots for both

original and random walk symbolic dynamics comprise simi-

lar structural patterns—predominately characterised by short

diagonal lines of various lengths as expected given the

quasi-periodic dynamics. However, the order recurrence plot

for the constrained random walk appears to exhibit more reg-

ularity and shorter epochs of these diagonal structures.

Furthermore, while the recurrence quantification analysis

measures of vertical line structures are relatively consistent

between the original and random walks, measures of diago-

nal line structures diverge as the size of the ordinal network

approaches the length of available data.

In the case of Markovian random walks on networks

constructed with s ¼ 1, we computed the correlation dimen-

sion of the original time series against the network generated

surrogates and showed that the surrogate time series

approaches a fractal set with increasing m. Our results also

indicate relative consistency between the original and surro-

gate time series for the first minimum of the time delayed

mutual information given sufficiently large m.

We also investigated the average separation of nearby

trajectories in network generated surrogate time series for

constrained random walks and Markovian random walks.

Our results indicate that the dynamics of the surrogates

approximate the deterministic exponential divergence char-

acteristic of the original time series, and hence, the network

model preserves some information pertaining to the largest

Lyapunov exponent. However, the observable scaling region

for the surrogates is consistently shorter than for the original

time series.

The overarching finding from our investigations is that

ordinal networks constructed from univariate time series

data constitute stochastic models which approximate impor-

tant dynamical properties of the original systems. These
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properties include the qualitative appearance of the time

series, recurrence properties, and invariant properties. For

interested readers, we reiterate that selected results for

additional systems are collated as supplementary available

online.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for a selection of additional

results for time series generated by other archetypal chaotic

systems including the R€ossler system, the Chua system, and

the four dimensional hyper-chaotic R€ossler system.
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